
Farm Stay Inn Icho no Ki  
1921 Kawanishiji, Yusuhara, Takaoka District, Kochi 785-0612 
 

A big ginkgo tree welcomes you  
The first farmhouse inn in Kochi prefecture. As the name of the guest house suggests, a large ginkgo tree welcomes 
you. The rural landscape where this inn resides, there is an atmosphere that makes you want to take a walk as soon 
as you arrive. There are old warehouses and fields where you can get vegetables for the table. In the winter, you can 
spend time with a heated kotatsu table, fishing in a nearby river among other activities as if you were returning to 
your parents' place in the countryside. For dinner, guests surround the irori hearth and home-made dishes are served 
centering on vegetables taken from the private field. Guests had lots of laughs and good fun and the owners join in 
and everyone forgets the passage of time. 
  
Actvities (Extra fee) 
At Farm Stay Inn Icho no Ki you can experience farming, picking edible wild plants, making konjac, etc., but just 
staying and enjoy the life of a farmer is an experience in itself. In addition, there is a bridge called "Miyukibashi" that 
spans the approach to Mishima Shrine, and the upper part is a rare, covered bridge that uses a lot of materials from 
Yusuhara Town. Also, the mountain road that extends to the left from the inn is designated as the road for Ryoma 
Sakamoto. 
 
Message from Tomoko Ueda, the “mother” of the guest house 
Please enjoy the deliciousness of fresh local and home grown vegetables. Through activities which are focuses on 
revitalizing the agriculture and forestry industry, we hope that our family will be able to think about the ideal life for 
the region. And at the same time, live a happy and healthy life. 
 

Basic Information 
Name Farm Stay Inn Icho no Ki Check in 14:00 
Address 1921 Kawanishiji, Yusuhara, Takaoka District, Kochi 785-0612 Check out 10:00 

Phone 0889-65-0418 Holidays None 
Fax 0889-65-0418 Reservations required 
Email tkm@ma.pikara.ne.jp 

  

Website 
 

Vehicle Parking 
 

 
Facilities 

No. of rooms 4 rooms Amenities Towels, toothbrush, hair dryer  
Facilities wifi  Payment JPY Cash only  

Reservations Web, phone and fax Foreign languages 
 

 

Pickup service From Kochi Kotsu Yusuhara bus stop  

 

           
 

Information subject to change, please contact the 
owner for updates. All reservations and inquiries 

should be made directly to the owners 


